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Promotion of Vocational Education
We have a great many people who
are interested in vocational education,
not only because of its value to the
prospective wage earner but also from
the standpoint of its value as a part of
a democratic program of education.
And this morning I want to outline
some of the things that have entered
into our American program of voca
tional work. You are all familiar
with the recent census figures. You
know that for the first time in our
history a majority of our population
lives in cities. For years and years
and years we were rural America.
Today we are an industrial nation, in
dustrial in terms of the majority of
our population. We are in a peculiar
position among the nations of the
world. The American manufacturer
has never given serious consideration
to the problem of training industrial
workers. In the early days, the men
and women who came to America
came to us from the countries of wes
tern Europe. They were men and
women who came to us from England,
Scotland,
Germany, France, the
Scandinavian countries—from coun
tries where there were well organized
schools and where industry was well
established. As a result, prior to 1890,
only one-half of one per cent. of the
people who came to America were
illiterate and a very large per cent.
of the people, particularly the men,
were skilled artisans. As a result,
the American manufacturer was not
concerned about training workers. He
had an adequate supply from the old
world and he had unlimited natural
resources.
Putting the two together, he could
compete with the markets of the
world. When you consider the fact
that just prior to the great World
War, Germany, with her population
of sixty odd million people (you can
put Germany in the State of Texas
and have a strip around the outside),
was our chief competitor in the mar
kets of the world, that France with
her limited resources has for one
hundred years held the balance of
trade with America, and consider the
small countries of Europe, such as
Belgium, in the standpoint of inter
national competition, you realize in
some respects that America is facing
a serious proposition in holding its
own in foreign trade. “But,” you will
say, “that may not be important. We
are self-contained and not interested
in foreign trade.” Here is the other
side. I am told that prior to the
great World War our surplus produce
exceeded by 15 per cent. our home
consumption. We had to foreign mar
ket 15 per cent. of our manufactured
products. Due to the war, conditions
have changed with better methods of
manufacturing, larger industrial
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plants, great expedience in certain
lines and we are manufacturing pro
ducts exceeding those during the man
ufacturing period in 1918 and these
products now exceed 42 per cent. of
our home consumption. The manu
facturer is faced with two proposi
tions. He must be satisfied with a
58 per cent. business or he must go
on the outside and find a market for
his surplus. Now, I mentioned the
fact that many of our skilled work
ers came from European countries.
Since 1890 the trend of immigration
has shifted. Since that time most of
the men and women who have come
to America have come from the shores
of the Mediterranean and Eastern
Europe. Men and women came from
the same motives that forced those
people to our shores long before—for
greater freedom, greater opportunity
and all the things America means to
people abroad. They have not come
to the same background as the people
in the early days. They have been
less fortunate. Since 1890, 36 per
cent. of the men and women who have
come to us from Europe have been
illiterate, and 70 per cent. of the peo
ple over 16 years of age who have
come since 1890 have been untrained
and unskilled farm and industrial
laborers.
Now, we talk about Americaniza
tion work. We have 482,000 men and
women in New York State who are
illiterate, 482,000 people who cannot
profit by the printed page or cannot
profit by attending lectures, who have

to be reached through a foreign press,
and I tell you that we as Americans
must assume our full responsibility
when it comes to training these
people who come to our shores, not
only in terms of citizenship, in terms
of teaching them to read and write
English, but also provide opportunity
for training for effective service to
the community, to the state and to
the nation. Now, we have taken care
of certain phases of vocational educa
tion very well. We have probably the
best training for leadership that the
world knows. We have not questioned
vocational education when it comes
to training doctors, lawyers, en
gineers, architects, ministers or teach
ers. That is all vocational education.
That is vocational education for the
aristocratic vocations. It was not
long ago when the engineer who want
ed to learn engineering went to work
for a contractor and through a hit
or miss program learned some of the
things essential for an engineer to
know. It was not over thirty-five or
forty years ago when the young boy
who wanted to become a doctor drove
the doctor’s carriage and during his
odd moments read the doctor’s books
and helped him mix his drugs and
through the ordinary course of events
became a doctor. It was not long ago
when the young man who wanted to
be a lawyer went into a lawyer’s
office and read law and after doing
this for a certain period of time and
passing an examination, he became a
lawyer. But in the evolution of things
those methods have become unsound
and unsatisfactory and there was no
guarantee as to kind or quality of
training received under varying con
ditions and so standards were pre
scribed and today you will find that
two-thirds of the states of the coun
try have rigid requirements for per
sons engaged in professional occupa
tions. In our own state we even have
licensed architects, and men must
show that they have had a thorough
training before they are allowed to
practice architecture.
All those
courses have gone through exactly the
same periods that our vocational edu
cation program is going through at
the present time. We are looked down
upon by a great many people and the
same thing was true of engineers
twenty odd years ago at Cornell Uni
versity. Students studying to be en
gineers, as they walked across the
campus, were looked down upon. To
day, the engineers dominate the col
lege. The men who are taking the
liberal arts course are considered the
people who are taking the snap course
at the University. The easiest courses
are the courses general in nature.
Men studying medicine and law and
engineering are required to do more

“May we never be blind to our own errors,"
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work and harder work than those in
the general courses.
There is another side to it. We have
been a people who feel that there are
certain disadvantages in working
without hands, that there is a certain
stigma attached to laborers. Some
times, I wish I could take all the
people of this country to the Metro
politan Museum and take them
through room after room and show
them what the ability to work with
the fingers has produced. The things
we set up in the museum of fine arts
as representing the finest things of
all the ages have come through the
ability of people to produce with the
fingers. Wonderful tapestries, beauti
ful wrought iron work, gold and silver
work, fine furniture, porcelain, por
traits, statuary, have all come
through the ability of people to do
things with their hands, and out of
the large number of craftsmen and
artisans we have found a few who
were exceptional people. But those
things stand for something more than
art objects. They stand for things
civilization has produced from the
rank and file of people. They were
not produced by the favored few but
by the people who worked in industry.
I will take the vocational work in
this country. I want to review it
very briefly. It is more or less na
tional. Not very specific from the
standpoint of a local job. The first
vocational work in America was or
ganized by people engaged in charity
work, by men and women interested
in boys and girls, men and women
who wanted to get children off the
street. They organized play rooms
and had games but found the games
alone would not hold the attention of
the boys and girls. They introduced
wood working for the boys and cook
ing and sewing for the girls. That
represented the first type of voca
tional training in America.
The next type of vocational school
is particularly an American type,
that of the endowed schools. We have
scattered through this country schools
with endowment funds of from
$500,000 to $6,000,000 and these have
served to pave the way for our pres
ent day vocational program. Most of
these schools were endowed by men
who were poor boys and who in old
age looked back on their childhood
days, and wanted to do something for
the boy who could not afford to go
through high school or college. For
instance, the Pratt Institute in Brook
lyn, the David Rankin School in St.
Louis, the Wentworth Institute in
Boston, the Dunwoody Institute in
Minneapolis and schools of that kind
that you will find scattered all over
this country.
Those schools are
typically American institutions. You
cannot find endowed schools of this
kind in any other country of the
world. These schools have not only
paved the way for our present day
program of vocational education but
they are still doing experimental work
that is going to be of tremendous

value to the public school people in
extending vocational work.
Another interesting thing that is
typically American is the fact that
commercial education preceded in
dustrial education in this country.
This is the only country in the world
where commercial education developed
before industrial education. It was a
natural outgrowth.
We had the
skilled mechanics from the old world.
We had the natural resources of
copper, iron, steel, water power and
forests. The American manufacturer
putting the two together could com
pete in the markets of the world, but
the American boy was not interested
in going into industry as a producer.
He wanted to go into the distributing
end and sell goods on the road. He
wanted to wear a white collar and
sit behind a desk instead of wearing
overalls and working at a bench. He
was willing to accept a salary of
$10.00 a week instead of a wage of
$20.00 just because he might wear
a white collar. As a result, com
mercial schools started all over the
country to cater to the demand on
the part of the American born boy
to go into what we call a white collar
job, and we have in this country to
day 2500 private commercial schools
that are thriving because of the very
demand that these children still make
for the jobs of that kind. I have no
objection to private schools of any
kind as long as they do a real job.
I know in our own state three able
men who have made a million dollars
apiece out of commercial schools of
this kind. And the common people
have paid the bills while the public
schools have stood by and watched
these schools thrive. We have 480 of
them in New York State and I con
sider it a serious indictment of our
public school program when our pub
lic school officials cannot meet the rea
sonable demands of the thousands of
people in our communities who want
educational opportunity. This is a
criticism of our own state.
After the endowed school came the
private trade school. They tried to
keep the private trade school as a
financial proposition. It could not
succeed because of cost of equipment
and supplies, and the private trade
school never developed to any great
extent in America. We have a few
exceptions like the Sweeney Auto
mobile School at Kansas City, one of
the finest schools I have ever been
in, also the Stuart Automobile School
and the Coyle Plumbers’ School, but
these are exceptions. There are very
few private trade schools.
Then came the correspondence
schools. To my mind correspondence
schools have made a real contribution
to our program of technical education.
They are a reflection on our pubilc
school program. I have been told
that in one company in fourteen years,
1,300,000 people enrolled for corre
spondence school courses and have
paid on an average of $70.00 a course.
In other words, the American working

“Never waste powder shooting crows."
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man and woman invested over $100,000,000 in correspondence school
courses in one concern alone. I think
the correspondence schools are going
to do bigger and better work, but I
think the type of work they are going
to do is going to change very rapidly.
I think our public schools are going
to more effectively serve the needs of
local people. Unless they do, they
cannot expect to receive very generous
local support.
Unless the public
schools can demonstrate that they are
in a position not only to serve chil
dren in the elementary subjects and
serve a small group of people in terms
of secondary education, the schools
are going to suffer when it comes to
financial support. If people who want
something else in the field of educa
tion are forced to go outside to get
it, they are going to question very
seriously the effectiveness of the pub
lic school program of education. I
think, as I said, that the correspon
dence schools have done a fine piece
of work but the local school author
ities could do some of the things
better. I refer particularly to elemen
tary courses in drawing. They could
bring a group of people together and
with a competent instructor give that
work with better results. I think on
the other hand that there are other
fields to be developed that are not
practical perhaps to handle locally at
this time that will make their field
much bigger and broader than it is
today.
We have another type of school that
has helped tremendously in develop
ing vocational work. I refer to the
corporation school. The corporation
school is a school planned by industry
to train people for its own particular
field. It is a school planned primarily
to train men and women for executive
positions in industry. Very little at
tempt is made as a rule in a corpora
tion school to train men for the rank
and file of workers. As a rule, a
few competent people are selected and
given a thorough course with the idea
of training them for minor executive
positions. These companies have done
very effective work. I refer to com
panies such as the Westinghouse
Electric Company, the General Elec
tric Company, and New York Central
and the Santa Fe and big concerns of
that type. And, last but not least,
we have come to our public school pro
gram of vocational work.
(Continued to June Number)

On one occasion a census clerk, in
scanning one of the forms to see if it
had been properly filled up, noticed
the figures 120 and 112 under the
heading, “Age of father, if living,”
and “Age of mother, if living.”
“But your parents were never so
old, were they?” asked the astonished
clerk.
“No,” was the reply, “but they
would have been if livin’.”
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This cut represents one of the oldest trees in the vicinity of Katahdin Mountain, and is 367 years old.
growth on the flat would be made in about 165 years.

Be not simply good; be good for something.—Thoreau.
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SANDY STREAM and MT. KATAHDIN

We had been promising ourselves
the trip to Sandy Stream, where Pat
Whalen is operating, all winter. On
Saturday morning, February 24th, we
looked a bit anxiously from the
window as daylight came on to see
what kind of a day promised. It was
gray and thick; and even as we
looked, the first flying flakes of the
snow storm were in the air. Well, its
all one, we have to go when we can;
and this is the day we can; so the
weather will have to take care of
itself. It’s pleasanter though to ride
twenty-five miles on a bright, clear
day than on a stormy one, if you ever
noticed it. By the time breakfast was
over and the team was at the door,
the storm had settled down to a good
old fashioned one, going about it in
that leisurely manner that suggests
that there is no hurry; we have all
winter in which to get this snowing
done. The old weather-man certainly
did take plenty of time, for it snowed
almost continuously for the two days
and the better part of the two nights
that we were gone from Millinocket.
The trip from Millinocket to the

POMOLA,

FROM

base of Mt. Katahdin is not at all bad.
The road is open and leads through
a heavily wooded country. A halfway camp at Grant brook and several
sporting camps break the monotony,
and give one something to look for
ward to.
I mentioned the fact that it snowed
on our trip. Well, it ought not to be
forgotten, and I might add the state
ment that it was the wetest, heaviest,
stickiest snow that ever came down
from the clouds! When we reached
Grant brook at the end of the first
three hours, we were wet through. It
took us an hour or more over Andrew
Flower’s red-hot stove to get our
things in condition to put on again.
In the afternoon it snowed less and
we reached the depot camp at Sandy
Stream in time for supper and in
pretty fair shape.
But, speaking
about snow! There was plenty of it
around the base of Mt. Katahdin in
February! When two teams pass on
the road, the teamsters have to shovel
out the snow for a turn-out. In one
such place, I noticed that the snow
was just a little higher than the heads

SANDY

STREAM

Journey's end is lover's meeting.—Shakespeare.

of the horses. Some weeks after
wards, I was telling this story to a
group of men who listened politely
but without much interest, when a
man who had been near and over
heard joined our group and said,
“That’s all true, every word of it, for
I was there myself.” It’s a wonder
ful sensation you have, when, at the
just-right moment your stories are
confirmed to a skeptical audience by
an impartial referee. It may be all
right by the time The Northern gets
to its readers to talk about snow, but
the subject of snow in March, 1923,
was not so interesting. But then,
everybody talked about it, and nobody
listened, except to anticipate the point
where he could break in upon the
talker and tell a bigger one himself.
But the heavy snow fall has greatly
handicapped operation during the last
part of the season.
Around the base of the mountain is
a heavy growth of spruce. It is not
long stuff but in the nature of the case
is short and chunky. The higher up
the mountain the spruce is found the
shorter the trunks.
Pat Whalen
opened up this country two years ago
to take of this pulp wood. The east
side of the mountain drains into what
is called Basin pond. There are really
two ponds. The south Basin outlets
into Roaring brook which, in turn
empties its waters into Sandy stream.
Pulp wood is delivered to the West
Branch through these waters. The
depot camp is twenty-five miles from
Millinocket and is located on Sandy
stream. Twenty-two horses are re
quired to tote the supplies from the
railroad at Millinocket to the depot
which is the center of distribution for
the six camps of the operation. To
some of these camps the process of
toting supplies is something enormous,
on account of the hills. A four-horse
team can hardly draw more than eight
or ten hundred pounds. Camp No. 3
which is located at the foot of Basin
pond, right in the old trail from
Katahdin lake to Chimney pond is
approached by a road leading from
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the depot, a distance of four miles, al
most entirely up hill. Some of it is
very much up hill!
At No. 3 or the south Basin camp,
we found a jolly crew of seventy men,
under the boss of Frank Sullivan, just
waiting for their Sunday dinner. They
put off the dinner long enough to pose
for the camera. Sixteen horses were
stamping and calling restlessly for
their dinner. The south Basin pond
was already piled with pulp wood, as
the accompanying picture will show.
Back of the camp rises old Mt.
Katahdin in all his winter grandure.
It is not more than a mile or a mile
and a half to Chimney pond, which
is at the very base of Pamola. From
Basin pond Pamola is clearly and
plainly seen. As we looked at the
mountain peak standing out in subline
isolation, standing in its winter dress
of ice and snow the old Indian legend
of Pamola came back to us. Pamola
was the evil spirit of the Indians on
the Penobscot waters. The Indians
believed that Pamola lived in this
mountain peak which bears his name.
He was a fierce old spirit warrior,
and when his wrath was aroused he
howled from his mountain home, so
that the terror of his passion was
heard over the land. The biting north
wind and blinding snow clouds were
his weapons. When the wind swept
down through the valleys and snow
clouds filled the air, the Indians knew
that Pamola was angry about some
thing and they feared the conse
quences to themselves.
No Indian
could be induced to assend the moun
tain or even approach very near it.
The meaning of the name Pamola is,
“he curses upon the mountain.”
There are many traditions of
Pamola. One is to the effect that
an Indian, camping in early times,
near the mountain, found himself
caught by an unexpected and heavy
fall of early snow, to the depth of
several feet. Unable to make his
way out and fearing death from ex
posure and hunger he called upon
Pamola, who made his appearance up
on the mountain. The Indian, upon

MOUNTAIN

beholding the evil spirit was greatly
frightened, but offered his sacrifice
of fat burned upon a fire of coals.
As the smoke ascended, Pamola began
to descend and finally came near to
the Indian, who in speaking referred
to himself as brother to the evil
spirit. This pleased Pamola who, up
on hearing this, promised life to the
Indian. The Indian was carried away
upon the shoulders of the spirit and
found himself inside of the mountain.
Here all the comforts were found,
w’igwams, venison and fire.
Here
were Pamola’s wife and children.
Pamola’s daughter became the wife of
the Indian. After a year, the Indian
was allowed to go to his home, but
he was told that he must never marry
again or he would be carried to
Katahdin and never allowed to go free
again. He disobeyed instructions and
married one of the members of his
own tribe. Very soon he disappeared
and was heard of no more. Many
such stories were in circulation among
the Indians on the Penobscot waters,
and as they were passed from one
generation to another, the Indians
greatly feared the evil spirit who was

PULPWOOD

IN

capable of doing them so much harm.
As we were looking at the mountain
the summit gathered a cloud to itself
and deeper and thicken wrapped itself
in its cloud mantle. Pamola was out
and was angry upon that day. As
the wind whirled the snow down
through the valleys we laughed at old
Pamola’s wrath. The men at the
Sandy stream operation have seen
many of his tantrums during the win
ter.
The business of getting pulpwood
off the sides of Mt. Katahdin is not
a job for the tenderfoot. The hill
and rocks are a continual hindrance.
The rocks must be blasted out to
clear a way for the road. To anyone
who has ever made the trip over the
trail from Katahdin lake to Chimney
pond, the recollections of that rocky
climb must come bark. Well, the pulp
wood is taken part of the way over
that same trail. But it is not the
same, for the great rocks have been
blasted out and the holes filled in un
til, with its snow covering it is smooth
and even. Down these grades the
sled loads of wood are eased with
snubbing machines. But they get it
down. Roaring brook is piled high
with it for miles—so it seemed to us.
The accompanying picture shows great
piles of it stacked up. The brook is
completely hidden at point by the
wood it is expected to float off with
the spring freshet. It will go all right
when the snow gets to melting on the
mountain side.
There are six camps, with personnel
and equipment as follows: At the
depot Tom Mallen is the foreman
with Dan McKenzie as assistant sup
erintendent. Here there are about
sixty men and twelve horses. There
are, in addition to these about twentytwo horses used in toting from Milli
nocket. At camp number two, Jim McFadyen is the foreman. Here are
about fifty men and twelve horses.
We have already mentioned camp
number three wrhich is the South
Basin camp, where Frank Sullivan is
the boss, with seventy men. Camp
number four is high up the mountain

SOUTH

BASIN

Art thou poor, yet hast thou golden slumbers?—Dekker.
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side, where Tom Nesbit with sixtyfive men and sixteen horses are try
ing to bury Roaring brook with pulp
wood. Camp number five is over on
Turner mountain. The Turner range
is a part of the Katahdin range, and
is a good deal of a mountain by itself;
but being near Katahdin it suffers by
comparison and is scarcely ever men
tioned. That the fate of being too
near the big things in life. Over on
Turner, John Crawford, as boss, with
sixty men and sixteen horses are land
ing their wood into Sandy stream.
Below the depot camp is camp number
six, where Alfred Frost with seventy
men and eight horses are at work.
The clerks at these various camps are
John Ramsey, Cecil St. John, Roland
Lothrop, and John Constantine. John
Mea is assistant superintendent.
One of the interesting things at
this operation is the building of the
dam across Sandy stream just below
the depot camp. It was begun in
December, but the deep snows have
delayed the work so that it was not
finished till March. It is more than
two hundred and forty feet in length
and will give an eleven foot head. It
gives more than a half mile flowage.
Joe Powers has been building this
dam. Driving water in this steep hill
side is a thing that lasts quick; it is
necessary to hold it at every possible
storage point, in order to get the wood
out.
To the inexperienced man’s
mind comes the question, “How does
it ever pay to take pulpwood out of
such places?” I suppose by the time
all the considerations are in, it must
be regarded from some standpoint as
a paying proposition or it wouldn’t be
done. Even an inexperienced woods
man can see that the cost is enormous.
On Saturday night we had a chance
to talk with the men. Some one told
them that there was to be a talk, and
they gathered in the “mess hall” after
the cook had cleared away the supper
things. Poor fellows, I hope they
weren’t too badly disappointed. But
they will listen to some pretty poor
stuff, and manifest a polite interest,
too! Well, we talked to them about

MOUNTAIN
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THE

DISTANCE

“The Great American.” They were
nearly all Canadians, and it did not
occur to us till long afterwards that
they might have mental reservations
about great Americans. After all,
Abraham Lincoln must be the great
American whether a man lives north
or south of the Great Lakes. His
penetration into deep and tangled
problems, his rugged honesty, his fear
less confidence in the way of right
and justice, his childlike human kind
ness make him a figure that will
tower, an amazing man in an age and
in a race of amazing men. They
seemed to like it, and many of them
said, “Thank you.”
But we had to tell them some old
time woods stories. Of all the places
in the world where you can hear men
tell wonderful stories about what they
themselves have done, no place excells
the smoking room of the lumber
camps of a generation ago. Possibly
the present generation has not lost
the art entirely. Let’s have the man
tell his own story, as we repeated it
to the men in the depot camp at
Sandy stream. I don’t stand for the
truth of the story, I merely repeat it:
“I was chopping on the Machias lakes

SANDY

STREAM

To play with fools, Oh what a fool I was.—Oxford.

one winter, years ago, when we
worked back to a swamp that was
covered with a growth of heavy pine.
The line that was the limit of our
operation ran along the edge of the
swamp. It was the rule, however, in
those days that you could cut as far
over the line as you could throw your
axe. I went to slashing into that pine
growth. The boss said two or three
times that we’d get into trouble, but I
said I’d risk it. Along toward spring,
some one went down river and told
the owners of the pine that we were
stealing their stuff. They took out a
warrant and sent the sheriff up to
arrest me. When they came into the
woods they started to serve the war
rant on me. I said, hold on here,
what’s the rule here abouts for cut
ting over the line? He said, why you
can cut over the line as far as you can
throw your axe. I stepped out into
the logging road and, swinging my
axe back over my shoulder, let it go
down the road as hard as ever I could.
We waited till it stopped and then
everybody walked down to the place.
It was just the length of the handle
over the line. The sheriff looked
foolish and got into his team and
drove away, after ordering us not to
cut any more of that pine. I didn’t
care anything about the length of
that throw, but the boys thought it
was the longest one they’d ever seen.
On Sunday they measured it to settle
a bet. I had thrown that axe just a
mile and a quarter! I didn’t think
myself it was quite so far as that.”
The men smiled at the story, I
think they understood.
When we left the mess shack, the
wind was howling down over Pamola,
suggesting cold weather. My, how it
howled and roared and shrieked all
night long!
We didn’t care. We
had a snug little cabin all to ourselves
with a big stove and plenty of wood,
and plenty of blankets.
Morning
came before we knew it. Ah, what a
sunrise! The sky was clear of clouds,
the air was clear and sharp. The
sunlight on old Pamola’s peak canndt
be described. Several miles away, it
(Continued on Page Ten)
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Editorials
The other day, a friend of mine said
to me, “The reading habit is a splen
did one to form; and the earlier it is
acquired the better?’
He went to say a lot of things that
logically follow such a remark, but I
lost the line of his conversation, for I
was pondering what he had said about
reading becoming a habit. A habit is
a line of human action which has been
repeated so often by the individual that
he falls into a repetition of himself
without deliberate plan or even con
scious intention of doing so. It may
be that the whole transaction is per
formed without thought or even will
upon his part. For instance, running
the scale on the piano keys is, at first,
a rather complicated piece of work. It
requires not only concentrated atten
tion but a good deal of practice before
one can do it, even slowly, without
mistake. The time comes, however,
under repeated efforts when one can
run the scale rapidly without mistake
—even do it without thinking, or while
thinking of something else. The oper
ation of this writing machine was at
first very difficult for me. To find
the letters on the keyboard, to operate
so as to get capital letters at the right
place, to spell the words, and to think
of the composition of the letter all at
once, so as to make any speed, was a
task that required the uttermost con
centration. Now, I think along ahead
of my hands as to what I design to
write and my fingers do the work
without attention from me.
Some
one has said that habit is second
nature; by that they mean that as we
and also the animals do certain things
by instinct, so the human creature can
train himself to do certain very com
plicated transactions as if by instinct.
So then we are bound to say that
habit directed action is of a higher
order than the instinctive action.
Now, can we cultivate the habit of
reading so that it becomes a second
nature with us? I understand it is
just that that my friend had in his
mind when he was talking to me about

the reading habit. I recall in this con
nection that an old lady, years ago,
told me about her own early reading
in years gone by. She said that from
a child she had read widely and con
stantly. When there was endless work
to do she often propped a book against
the basket of ironing and learned a
poem while she finished the family
laundry; while she rocked the baby
to sleep, she often learned a Psalm.
So time passed. In the days when I
knew her, the babies had long since
gone on before her, and she was left
behind with strangers who cared for
her. Sight and hearing too had all but
departed. She sat alone, all day. To
my question as to whether she did not
find time hanging upon her hands
rather heavily, she replied with amaz
ing cheerfulness, “Oh, no; I say over
to myself the old hymns that I have
learned and repeat the poems that I
know and the time passes without
leaving me too lonely.” Here is the
case of a mind so richly stored that
day and night, which are alike to her,
and even the removal of nature’s en
dowments cannot shut it up in dark
ness. Surely Shakespeare was right
when he said that, “There is no dark
ness but ignorance.” She had acquired
the reading habit.
In contrast to this case there comes
to my mind another. She too was
well along in years. She was not
cheerful, she was not content with
anything; she was a constant fault
finder. She found her lot cast with
comparative strangers, and com
plained of her loneliness. One day I
took her, what I thought, a very in
teresting book. Upon inquiry as to
whether or not she had found the
story interesting, she said, “Oh, I
haven’t tried to read it yet. You
know, I find it almost impossible to
set myself to read anything.” Set
ones self to read! As if it were a
task!
But then, she had not the
reading habit! There is the difference.
However, I think that we are be
coming a nation of readers. Go where
you will, you will find men and women
alike reaching for the daily news
paper as soon as the day’s work is

over. In the city, the news boys reap
no inconsiderable harvest at the doors
of the factory which pours forth its
stream of human life as the whistle
sounds for the afternoon. At the
street corners where the office force
joins the human current, newspapers
and pennies change hands rapidly.
The street cars are filled with eager
news readers. The public libraries
are always busy places during open
hours. Almost everybody has a little
accumulation of his own wherein are
to be found his favorite books. Sure
ly the reading habit is growing upon
us.
Perhaps a word about what we train
ourselves to read ought not to be left
unsaid. If, however, people are to
become readers they must be left alone
to read that for which they have a
taste. Shakespeare and Milton are
good for those who like the taste, but
to compel the reading of these masters
by those who do not care for it is very
likely to turn one against such litera
ture entirely. The cultivation of good
taste in reading is by no means an
impossibility; in fact herein is all the
hope that reading will do us much
good. But the order appears to be,
first the habit, then the improvement
of the taste.

WHEREIN IS VALUE?
When we begin to talk about value,
our minds run by a practical rather
than by logic course to a considera
tion of property and wealth. The older
writings, on economic subjects show a
classification of property as consisting
in houses, lands, machinery and se
curities; while wealth is defined to in
clude merchandise, cattle, crops, fruits
and other products. A more modern
view, somewhat insisted upon, is to
the effect that property and wealth
no longer means the possession of
things in themselves but is in the power
which such possessions bestows. No
doubt such reasoning represents an
advance upon the older theories, and
calls attention to an important de
velopment of our economic and social
life.
When we pause, however, to take
a look about us, and to study present
world movements, it would appear
from abundant evidence that the
power that is based upon the posses
sion of material things is too filmy
to be defined as wealth. The possession
of things must be the basis of wealth;
though it may not be in the strictest
logic the wealth itself. It is reason
able to say that when a man possesses
houses and lands and merchandise and
crops he is prosperous; when he
possesses in abundance, he is rich;
and if they satisfy his desires, they
have value.
However, one has to be careful
about how he associates value with
the mere possession of property and
wealth. Land does not evaporate, to
be sure, but it may be valueless or be
come so; or some sudden change in
conditions may render valueless land
valuable. The state of Texas gave a

Every hour of lost time is a chance of future misfortune.—Napoleon 1.
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company one million acres of land if
they would build a state house. The
company erected and completed the
building and turned it over to the
State at a cost of three million dollars.
The million acres of land was duly
turned over to the company at a cost
of three dollars per acre. The com
pany proceeded to realize upon its
investment. Great blocks of black
cotton producing soil were sold for
high prices; but a considerable portion
of the grant was rocky and useless.
The company held this unusable land
for years, paying taxes which threat
ened to turn a seemingly profitable
venture into disaster. They had land,
but it had no apparent value. It was
on their hands. Nobody wanted to re
lieve them of it. Oil was discovered
on the land; it had a value at once.
Houses, once valueless, may become
suddenly valuable.
Bonds are not
valuable because they are bonds.
Abundant crops may prove profitless
to the producer because of transporta
tion or of market conditions. Money
is as useless as houses or lands or
crops under some conditions. Money
is not value, nor does it represent
value; it is only the measure of value.
It ought to be clear then that value
is an immaterial something quite apart
from things in themselves.
For the most part value is a
creation of human society. In the first
place it must be represented in some
thing that has utility. Now nature
provides air, water and sunshine, and
in a limited way under some condi
tions, food sufficient to supply human
need; but air and water and sunshine
are so generally distributed that all
share alike in them. But for the
most part human agency is required
to render almost all of nature’s bene
fits satisfyingly useful. It is in the
measure in which human effort is re
quired to render the gifts of nature
usable that human labor is a creator
of value. Human labor changes the
crops and the herds into food, turns
the forests into dwellings, wool and
cotton into clothing, and in a multi
tude of other ways makes the gifts
of nature usable and satisfying for
human needs!
But more than labor is required to
create value. The discerning mind must
go before labor to direct the course
wherein true value is to be discovered.
Such a mind is in a class by itself and
stands apart from other minds in its
keen instinct for true values. The
poet is able to put into verse the deep
seated longings and passions of the
human heart; and when he has had his
say, we all exclaim, “That is what I
would like to have said, but couldn’t!”
The mind of the artist conceives form
and color and puts them together into
a painting that holds us enraptured,
we recognize in it that which is true
to life, but most of us couldn’t paint
the thing. So literature, art, and
music are created, each by its own
kind of mind.
In the modern industrial world, the
mind for values has led us in the
creation of values. Such a man dis
covers what most of us do not see,

like the artist or the poet or the
musician, he sees things in their true
relations.
He sees them in their
economic relations. When they have
been pointed out to us, we can all see
them. Of course a third element in
the creation of value is the use of
capital already accumulated.
Now value is hard to define. It is
not in things any more than music
is in the piano, or electricity is in the
coil of wire; yet it is not apart from
things. Before a thing has value it
must have utility. But it can have
neither utility nor value until there is
first a human desire for it. The
economic activity of the world is in
process of satisfying desire.
The
utility is in the things themselves; the
desire is something quite apart from
the thing, and is purely personal. Now
between the thing desired and the per
sons desiring it there enters a third
consideration. We do not live like
the animals, satisfied with the present
comfort of food and content that the
present covering is for the moment
comfortable. Civilization—in part at
least—is the process of providing for
the morrow. We are not satisfied fully
by the present food unless there is a
promise of its continuance. A house
is a temporary shelter, not a home, if
it is ours only till a stranger disposes
us of it. That is, food and shelter
and clothing have their temporary sat
isfaction even when snatched as best
we may; but they and all the means
of producing them have no value un
less we have confidence in the systems
that make the supply reasonably as
sured. Probably confidence is the word
that ought to be used to indicate what
is really very hard to put into any
one word.
Now just as it requires labor and
the mind of genius and invested
capital to produce property and
wealth; so utility, desire, and con
fidence give value to that which is so
created. Value in things is like elec
tricity being forced through the coil
from some dynamic source, or it is
like music in the instrument only
when the soul is aflame and the fingers
of genius pluck at the strings. Value
runs through the whole fabric of our
industrial creation only when con
fidence is there.
Material prosperity has no doubt
affected the steadiness of our minds.
To read some literature, to listen to
some lectures, one would get the im
pression that our industrial system is
something that lives by itself, that
moves by its own will, that it serves
the class—whatever that may mean—
which happens to get uppermost in in
fluence with the vast living, moving
thing. The idea seems to prevail that
it would go right on producing, though
tinkered with till radically changed.
The lessons which history clamors to
teach us are utterly disregarded in
such reasoning.
The great thing about our indus
trial system is not the things which it
produces, but the confidence in which
we enjoy what has been produced. The
useful things turned out of our fac
tories would be so much junk but for

the human relationship that imparts
to them a value.
The heart of our industrial system
is not clanking machinery, nor net
works of railroads, nor high piled
bales of goods. If we could get to it,
we would find it not iron or steel, but
human, not in the factory or the mine,
but in the relations of confidence
which holds society together.
DON’T KICK
There ain’t no use in kickin’, friend,
When things don’t come your way;
It does no good to holler round,
And grumble night an’ day.
The thing to do is curb your grief,
Cut out your little whine;
And when they ask you how you are,
Jest say “I’m feelin’ fine.”
There ain’t no man alive but what is
Booked to get his slap;
There ain’t no man that walks but
what
From trouble gets his rap.
Go mingle with the bunch, old boy,
Where all the bright lights shine,
And when they ask you how you are,
Jest say, “I’m feelin’ fine.”

Your heart may jest be bustin’ with
some
Real or fancied woe,
But when you smile the other folks
Ain’t really apt to know.
The old world laughs at heartaches,
friend,
Be they your own or mine;
So when they ask you how you are,
Jest say, “I’m feelin’ fine.”
—Exchange.

“Bob” Burman, record-holder in
motor-car racing, tells the following
story:
Recently I was talking with a
woman whose husband had acquired
considerable wealth suddenly, and who
was quite new to the social world and
its customs.
She was particularly
anxious to appear as if accustomed to
all the luxuries of life.
She began a conversation with me
on motoring.
“Have you purchased your new car
this season?” I asked.
“No, Mr. Burman, not yet,” she
said. “I can’t make up my mind just
which make of car to buy. Maybe
you will help me.”
“What is it that you can not decide
about them?” I asked.
“Why, I can’t decide whether I
should get a gasoline car a limousine
car. Tell me, does limousine smell
as bad as gasoline?”
APT COMPARISON
Sober: “What’s this near-beer that
they sell now like?”
Souse: “Well, it’s just like having
your girl throw a kiss at you. The
sentiment is all right but you don’t
get the real thrill.”

“Chance is like an amberill,—it don’t take twice to lose it.”—Lowell.
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NO SHOW
Joe Beal ’ud set upon a kaig
Down to the groc’ry store an’ throw
One laig right over t’other laig,
And’ swear he’d never had no show;,
“Oh no,” said Joe,
“Hain’t hed no show”—
Then shift his quid to t’other jaw,.
An’ chaw, an’ chaw, an’ chaw.
He said he got no start in life,
Didn’t get no money from his dad,.
The washin’ took in by his wife
Earned all the funds he ever had;
“Oh no,” said Joe,
“Hain’t hed no show”—
An’ then he’d look up at the clock,,
An’ talk, an’ talk, an’ talk.

PULPWOOD

ON

Sandy Stream and Mt. Katahdin
(Continued from Page Seven)
looked as if it were right by us, just
over our heads. But it is easy to be
fooled about the weather around
Katahdin!
By nine o’clock old Pamola and his
wife had quarreled or something! A
dull blue haze had overspread the
sky. Pamola had on his cloud cap.
By noon the snow was whirling down
the valley. We had to start for home
just as it came on. At dark we drove
up to Andrew Flower’s half-way
camp at Grant brook. Hot soup! A
red-hot stove! A good pipe! Coats
steaming over the fire. But there are
twelve miles more before we are at
Millinocket, and the six A. M. train.
The teamster looked in the door, he
wanted to tie up for the night, I
could see it in his fare. You’ve got to
keep your schedules or you’re lost!
So he reluctantly tied on the horses,
growled about the dark, and there was
some dark to growl about. The snow
was still falling from the heavens.
Five or six inches of heavy snow was
already down. We ploded on. How
the horses kept the road, I do not
know. The snow piled up on my
collar, melted and ran down my neck,
sifted in around us and melted and
filled the seat. It was wet, it was cold,
it was distressing. I walked awhile,
but after falling down two or three
times in the darkness, I climbed
aboard and stayed there. After a
while—a long, long while, a twinkle
of light showed through the trees! It
must be at Millinocket. I have heard,
or read that Columbus on his first
adventurous voyage across the un
known sea, saw a light at dead of
night, far across the water. I know
just how that voyager felt when that
light twinkled out in the darkness!
At last we were before the door of
the Great Northern Hotel. It was
eleven thirty, and all done snowing.
When the hot water in the bath tub
closed around and over us there was
only one trouble in the world. That
was the thought of that five o’clock
call!

ROARING

BROOK

Soon after Tommie Fletcher’s teach
er had introduced her class in
language to the ditto mark, Tommie
went to visit his aunt. While away he
wrote the following letter to his
father:
Dear Father:
I hope you are well.
“ “ mother is “
“ “ sister " “
“ “ Rob
“ " grandmother iswell.
" wish you were here.
“ “ mother was “
" “ sister
“ “
“ “ Dick
“ “
“ “ grandmother was here.
“ “ you would send me some
money.
Your loving son, Tom.
A well known shipper, introducing
a new brand of champagne, met James
K. Hackett, the popular actor-man
ager, at a club luncheon recently.
“You are so well known, Mr.
Hackett,” said the man, “and your
opinion carries such weight, that you
would be doing me a very great favor,
if when ordering champagne you
would ask for my brand.”
“Certainly,” replied Mr. Hackett
pleasantly. “I’d be delighted to do
so.”
The man was extremely profuse in
his thanks, which lasted several
minutes.
“Not at all, sir,” said Mr. Hackett,
when the enthusiastic thanks had sub
sided. “But how very awkward it
would be for me if they should have
it.”

Johnny had been very excited all
morning, and finally burst out with:
“We have a baby girl at our house,
teacher; Dr. Moore brought her.”
Immediately another small hand
was frantically waved in the air, and
a little voice piped: “We take off of
him, too, Miss Brown!”

“I’ve waited twenty year,—le’s see—
Yes, twenty-four, an’ never struck,,
Altho I’ve sot around patiently,
The fust tarnashion streak er luck.
“Oh no,” said Joe,
“Hain’t hed no show”—
Then stuck like mucilage to the spot,,
An’ sot, an’ sot, an’ sot.
“I’ve come down regerler every day
For twenty years to Piper’s store;
I’ve sot here in a patient way,
Say, hain’t I, Piper?” Piper swore,.
“I tell yer, Joe,
Yer hev no show.
Yer too dern patient,”—then hullraft
Jest laffed, an’ laffed, an’ laffed.
—Sam Walter Foss.
There is a heaven, forever, day by
day,
The upward longing of my soul doth
tell me so.
There is a hell, I’m quite as sure; for
pray,
For there were not, where would
my neighbors go?
—Paul Laurence Dunbar.

PAMOLA
Courtesy of Sprague’s Journal of Maine History

The “poor fish” is the one that bit.
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A young man who had just become
engaged had an amazingly large
mouth which, when he smiled, seemed
to spread out over his whole face. At
the urging of his newly betrothed
sweetheart he went to speak to her
father at once. “I—I have come, Mr.
Barrett,” he said, beginning to smile
at once with the utmost geniality in
order to cover up his embarrassment,
“to—to ask for your daughter’s hand.
I—I—”
“Excuse me,” the father mildly in
terrupted, “but will you kindly close
your mouth for a moment until I can
see who you are?”—The Broke
Hustler.

WOOD

CREW

AT

CAMP

NO.

A young man who had recently as
sumed the managership of a popular
typewriting concern in a certain city,
decided to visit several of his new
customers and obtain their opinion of
the machine, that he might show the
company just how he was succeeding.
“How do you like your new type
writer?” he asked the first customer
he visited.
“It’s immense!” enthusiastically re
plied the man. “Really, I wonder how
I got along without it!”
“That’s fine!” said the young fellow,
much pleased. “Would you be willing
to give me a little testimonial to that
effect?”
“Why, certainly I will,” said the
man, taking a seat at the machine.
“I’ll do it gladly.”
And, rolling up his sleeves, he
pounded out the following:
“afted Using thee automatig Backaction atype writ,er for thre emonth
$an d Over. I unhesittattinggly pro
nounce it prono nce it to be al ad even
more than thee Manufacturs claim?
for it. During the time been in our
possessio e. i, th ree monthz! id has
more th an paid for for it$slf in the
Saveing oF time an d labrr?’
john 1 Snith.”

3,

SANDY

STREAM

OPERATION

“Conductor,” inquired the nervous
old lady, “which end of the car do I
get off?”
“Either end, madam,” replied the
polite conductor; “both ends stop.”
Old Cummings, the grocer, was
noted for the wretched horses he kept.
He employed a boy, Anthony, who was
a very reckless driver. One day An
thony drove one of the grocer’s worst
old nags a little too hard, and the
animal died.
“There!” cried the grocer. “You’ve
killed my horse, you miserable boy ”
“I’m sorry, boss,” the boy faltered.
“Sorry ” shouted the infuriated
grocer. “Sorry be hanged! what
good’ll that do? Who’s going to pay
for my horse, I’d like to know?”
“I’ll make it all right, boss,” re
plied the boy soothingly. “You can
take it out of my next week’s wages.”

On railroad tracks be careful,
Or this please make note,
Should a locomotive hit you
You would surely loose your vote!

PLAYED BY REQUEST
“I note the paragraph on your
menu wherein you state that the orch
estra will play anything on request.
Can you prove the assertion?”
“Yes,” replied the manager. “Their
repertoire is very extensive. What
do you wish them to play?”
“Tell ’em to play pinocle until I
have finished my meal, and I will be
very grateful.”—Everybody’s Maga
zine.

Ride a Ford car to Danbury cross,
And get towed by a farmer
With a firey white horse;
With tin on her mud guards
And a rattly tin nose
We shall have music wherever she
goes.
Courtesy is like an air cushion;
there may be nothing in it, but it
eases the jolts wonderfully.
Three may keep a secret, if two of
them are dead.—Poor Richard.

Some fellows put nothing by for a
rainy day but an umbrella, and when
the sun shines find out they haven’t
the price of a straw hat.

Little Robert was playing with his
army of tin soldiers one Sunday af
ternoon, when his mother entered the
room.
“Why, Bob!” she exclaimed, “how
many times have I told you not to
play with your army on Sunday?”
“Well, you see, mother,” explained
Bob, “this is the Salvation Army.”

An Alaska pioneer was telling how
crowded a certain ship was during the
gold rush. One day a man came up
to the captain and said:
“You will just have to give me
some place to sleep.”
“Where have you been sleeping?”
“Well,” the passenger replied, “I
have been sleeping on a sick man, but
he’s getting better now, and he won’t
stand for it.’ ’

THE

MILLINOCKET

A man in earnest will find a way.—Channing,

FLYERS
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Alvin L. Garland has been appoint
ed an auditor in the Income Tax Unit,
Washington, D. C. He has been our
head bookkeeper for the past three
years. Mr. Garland is a graduate of
Old Town high school, Shaw Business
College of Bangor, National School
of Accountancy, Portland, and I. C. S.,
Scranton. His home is in Veazie and
he held the office of Town Treasurer
up until the time he left for Washing
ton. He leaves many friends in Ban
gor as well as in his home town, who
wish him every success in his new
position.

Milton Le Page has been advanced
to fill the position made vacant by the
resignation of Mr. Garland.
Webster L. Brown succeeds Le Page
as assistant bookkeeper.

W. I. Woodside has been appointed
freight audit clerk in place of Brown.

J. P. Doyle has recently severed his
connection with the Accounting Dept.

Von J. Crandlemire has been trans
ferred to the woods clerical force.
F. C. Curran has accepted a position
as stenographer in the Accounting
Dept.

L. W. O’Connor has christened his
motor car “King Tut.” We wonder
why?
Why does John McVey stand at the
corner of Hammond and Franklin
streets each evening at nine o’clock?
Has Mayor Day appointed him a new
traffic cop?

Now that the weather is milder it
is rumored that Webster will spend
his week-ends at Milford.
Lord Derby said that Gladstone’s
jokes were no laughing matter. “On
one occasion, when being entertained
by the head of a great condimentmaking firm, he did, however, sum up
the situation very neatly. A long
string of Colmans having been led up
to be introduced to him, the Grand
Old Man, as he sat down to dinner,
said: 'I see we are all “mustard
here.’ ”

A tourist in Scotland came upon a
farm in a remote Highland glen.
“How delightful to live in this solitary
spot,” he remarked to the farmer.

“I’m na sae sure about that, sir,” re
plied the farmer. “Hoe wad ye like to
hae to ga fifteen miles for a glass of
whiskey?” “Oh,” said the tourist, “but
you could keep a bottle.” The farmer
shook his head mournfully.
“Ah,
mon,” he said seriously, “whiskey’ll
na keep.”
Senator Simmons was talking about
the tariff war between Spain and
France. “These two nations are hurt
ing each other so ingeniously through
their tariffs,” he said, “that it re
minds me of little Willie. Little Willie
pointed at his sister’s sweetheart, Mr.
Jones. ‘Mr. Jones kicked me yester
day,’ he snarled, ‘but I got even with
him, you bet your life. I mixed up
quinine with sister’s face powder.’ ”
Brown, a newly-wedded subur
banite, had promised to be home from
town at 6 o’clock. At midnight his
wife frantically sent six telegrams to
as many of his friends living in town,
asking each if her husband was stop
ping with them over night. Toward
morning hubby and his broken-down
auto were approaching the house
when a messenger boy rushed up with
six telegrams. All of them read: “Yes,
John is spending the night with me.”
Crawford M. McCullough, the Ro
tarian’s international president, said
at a dinner in Washington: “Rotarians
are optimists, of course, but theirs is
not the blind, foolish optimism that
prevails in certain stand-pat quarters.
One of these stand-pat optimists
slapped a merchant on the should and
said: ‘How’s buisness?’ ‘On its back,'
said the merchant gloomily. ‘Aha!
Looking up, eh?’ said the optimist, and
walked off with a laugh of delight.”

“It was a woman from Boston,”
says a member of the bar of Denver,
“who, when she received a legal sum
mons to appear in court at a certain
period was much agitated thereby.
She explained the matter to her dear
est friend thus: ‘Certainly, I have re
ceived the citation, but I shall just as
certainly not appear. In fact, I could
not. Not only am I socially unac
quainted with Judge Smith, but the
whole tone of his communication is so
impossible that I absolutely decline to
know him.’ ”
Mr. Toppitt—Sorry I did not give
you a better game. The fact, is I
had rather a bad headache.
Mr. Plus-Play—I have never yet
beat a man who was in perfect health.
—Life.

It has always been a puzzle to me
What sailors sow when they plough
the sea.
Does coffee go with the roll of a drum?
And why is a speaking likeness dumb?

What was it that made the window
blind?
Whose picture is put in a frame of
mind?
When a storm is brewing what does it
brew?
Does the foot of a mountain wear a
shoe?
How long does it takes to hatch a
plot?
Has a school of herring a tutor or
not?
Have you ever persued a volume of
smoke?
Can butter be made from the cream
of a joke?

Can you fasten a door with a lock of
hair ?
Did a bitter wind ever bite you, and
where?
Who is it that paints the signs of the
times?
Does the moon change quarters for
nickels and dimes?
Can money be tight when change is
loose?
Now what in the name of thunder’s
the use
Of going through college and taking
degrees
When we’re posed by problems such
as these.
A bishop who was crossing the At
lantic on a big liner delivered a ser
mon and took for the subject of his
discourse the exhortation, “Trust in
Providence.” The captain, who was
present, was greatly impressed. That
night a very bad storm arose, and all
the other passengers asked the cleric
to find out for them if the danger was
great. The bishop asked the captain,
who replied, “I’ve done all I can. You
must trust in Providence.” “Good
heavens!” said the bishop, “is it as bad
as that?”

Ralph Nevill, an English raconteur
of international fame, has a pet
grudge against the new rich. “The
second generation,” writes Mr. Nevill
in his book, “Yesterday and Today,”
“which often shows little trace of any
foreign origin, is apt to consider itself
superior to the founder of the family.
An instance of this was the host who,
when giving a great party, upon being
asked, ‘Is your father here?’ replied:
‘Well, no; hang it all, you know one
must draw the line somewhere.”
Customer—I want to get a diamond
ring—platinum, if you please.
Salesman—Certainly, sir. Let me
show you our combination sets of
three pieces, engagement, wedding,
and teething rings at 10 per cent
discount.—Judge.

Simplicity is an exact medium between too little and too much.
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A youth who had accomplished a
good deal in football, but little in his
studies, was dropped from one pre
paratory school and immediately in
vited to enter another. He had been
there but a few days when he met a
member of the faculty. “Well,” said
the professor, “how do you find it
here?” “Pretty fair,” said the boy.
“That’s good. Find it smooth going,
eh?” The boy reflected. “Well, I
shouldn’t like to say that exactly,” he
remarked. “The field’s sort of rough
yet in places, sir.”

THE MERRY MUSE
ship ahoy!
I’d like to own a barge of booze
And anchor three miles out,
I’d make more coin than I would lose
With it just three miles out,
Because my friends and neighbors all
Would climb in rowboat, punt and yawl,
Would swim, fly, paddle, row or crawl
To me, just three miles out.

The tinkling glasses on the bar
Would jangle three miles out,
I’d sell liquor just at par
Or strangle three miles out.
Believe me if I took the notion
I’d line the whole Pacific Ocean
With barges filled with k. o. lotion
Anchored three miles out.
—Nebraska Awgawan.
Peggy—Had a wonderful time at
the fraternity dance the other night.
Polly—So I heard. How was the
music?
Peggy—Oh, did they have music?—
George Washington University Ghost.

The minister was speaking to the
small daughter of the house: “You
say your sister Helen is the oldest.
And who comes after her?”
“Oh, a different fellow most every
night.”—Judge.

First Feline—Mrs. Bargayne-Hunter
married a shopwalker at Gimbel’s.
Second Feline—So I heard.
First Feline—And now she thinks
she could have done better at Macy’s.
—London Mail.

“Do you think motion pictures are
educational?”
“Yes,” replied Mr. Stormington
Barnes; “although I won’t say they
have gotten so far along as to teach
people how to act.”—Washington
Star.
“Pa, where was Babe Ruth born?”
“Couldn’t tell you, son.”
“Where was Jack Dempsey born?”
“Don’t know that either.”
“Pa, will you buy me a history of
the United States?”—Denver Parrakeet.

Daughter of the House (introducing
dancing partner)—This is Tibby,
mother.
Mother—Any friend of my daugh
ter is welcome, Mr.—er—Mr.-----Daughter—Speak up, Tibby, you
ass! I suppose you’ve got some sort
of other name?—Punch.
A parish church was being beauti
fied with a stained-glass window. The
old sexton was watching the work.
The rector, seeing him thus intent, re
marked: “Well, John, and what is your
opinion of the window?” “Weel,” was
the reply, “in ma opeenion they micht
hae been content wi’ the glass as Gad
made it.”

THE ALLEGED HUMORISTS
Fifty—Is the pleasure of the next
dance to be mine?
Twenty—Yes, all of it.—California
Pelican.
Jones (to college senior)—When do
you expect to graduate?
College Senior—Every year—Judge.

Teacher (to class in natural history)
—What kind of birds are frequently
kept in captivity?
Tommy—Jail birds.—Christian Sun.

“My dear, she is one of the smart
est women in town. She is being
sued by three dressmakers and two
milliners.”—Life.
“Jack isn’t the same to me any
more.”
“Did you see him with another?”
“No, he saw me with another.”—
Paris Sans-Gene.
Irate Farmer—Say! Do you think
you own this road?
Cool Auto Driver—Why, no. There
are other motorists.—Boston Tran
script.
Art Editor—But this drawing is
absurd. Gentlemen don’t walk across
the road in dressing-gowns.
Artist—Yes, they do. I do.—Punch.
“A beggar at the door, ma’am. He
has a sign, ‘Deaf and Dumb.’ ”
“Tell him it’s impossible for me to
listen to him.”—New York American.

“That guy’s a blamed hypocrite.”
“What makes you say that, Jim?”
“See him go into that math, class
with a grin on his face.”—Brown Jug.

“Phyllis looked a perfect fright
when she returned from that hunting
trip.”
“Yes, there was six weeks’ growth
of eyebrow on her face.”—Life.

Talent is something, but tact is everything.—W. P. Sargill.
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“It seems terrible, doesn’t it, for a
young girl of eighteen to marry a man
of seventy.”
“Still, it might be worse—he might
be only sixty-nine.”—Life.
Victorian Customer—I want a
dainty scarf for a lady, in some pretty
color.
Assistant—Certainly. We have them
in mud, rust, clay and old brick.—
Punch.
He—Hey, there’s no swimming al
lowed here.
She—Why didn’t you tell me before
I got undressed?
He—Well, there’s no law against
that.—New York Medley.

O’Smith—Do you think the women
of today are good housekeepers?
Bumpers—Yes, indeed—once they
get the house in their name.—New
Bedford Evening Standard.

Buck—Can you give a definition of
an orator?
Private—Sure. He’s a fellow that’s
always ready to lay down his life for
his country.—American Legion Week
ly.
Mrs. A—I see you have a new cook.
Is she experienced?
Mrs. B—I believe so. She started
the first day by coming late and then
asking the afternoon off.—Boston
Transcript.
POOR MARK
Mark Twain and Chauncey M.
Depew once went abroad on the same
ship. When the ship was a few days
out they were both invited to a dinner.
Speechmaking time came. Mark Twain
had the first chance. He spoke twenty
minutes, and made a great hit. Then
it was Mr. Depew’s turn.
“Mr. Toastmaster and Ladies and
Gentlemen,” said the famous raconteur
as he arose, “before this dinner Mark
Twain and myself made an agreement
to exchange speeches. He has just de
livered my speech, and I thank you for
the pleasant manner in which you
received it. I regret to say that I
have lost the notes of his speech and
can not remember anything he was to
say.”
Then he sat down. There was much
laughter. Next day an Englishman
who had been in the party came across
Mark Twain in the smoking-room.
“Mr. Clemens,” he said, “I consider
you were much imposed upon last
night. I have always heard that Mr.
Depew is a clever man, but really that
speech of his you made last night
struck me as being the most infernal
rot.”—Tit-Bits.

No man ever wakes up to find him
self famous. The truth is he hasn’t
been asleep.
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The Little Road o’ Kerry
By Gordon Johnstone
’Tis long, long since I trod the road, the little road o’ Kerry.
That’s winding in and out the years thro’ gorse and shamrock glen;
And, oh, me feet’s a-yearning to be finding it with Terry,
To hunt the little wayside nest and kiss the babby wren;
Oh, ’twas thrilling, thrilling, thrilling
Where the blackbirds and the thrushes
Whistled ’mong the waving rushes
O’ that far countree.

I thought when in the new world that me heart might be forgetting
The song a-trilling on his lips the music o’ his love,
But everywhere I turn, ochone, ’tis tears the tune’s begetting
For, oh, it throngs me draming as the fairies throng the grove;
Oh, ’tis haunting, haunting, haunting
Like the ghost o’ childhood hours
Or the breath o’ wind-kissed flowers
O’ that far countree.
’Tis long, long since I trod the road, the little road o’ Kerry
That’s winding in and out, me tears a-falling day by day,
And, oh, me heart’s a-breaking to be walking it with Terry
And hear his bit o’ love song as we went adown the way;
Oh, ’tis calling, calling, calling
And I’m harking here in sorrow,
But praise God I’ll sail tomorrow
For that far countree.

AFFAIRS OF STATE
A
fragile shipment, carefully
wrapped was shipped, March 28, from
Rockwood to Seboomook in care of
Mr. Stait.
We would like to inquire if they
arrived safely.
HERE AND THERE
Mr. and Mrs. Al McNeal recently
spent several days in Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. Len O’Connell are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter, Elizabeth.
Mr. George O’Connell has of late
been in Boston.
A young Jew became engaged to
a girl who had a reputation as a
coquette. One of his friends said to
him, “Are you actually going to
marry Sara Rosenstein?” “Sure, for
vy not?” “Why, she’s been engaged
to every fellow in Hoboken.” “Veil,”
said Jakie, “Hoboken ain’t such a big
place.”—The Broke Hustler.

Pat’s boss was treating him to a
thimble-size glass of his best old stock
and, thinking to impress Pat with his
liberallity, he said:
“Pat, that whiskey is seventy years
old.”
“Faith,” said Pat, “if it is, it’s dang
small for its age!”

DO YOU KNOW THAT—
Many a man has made a false step by
standing still.
A wheelbarrow will stand on its two
legs and never move a foot unless
you lift it up and push it along. So
would business. You’ve got to pick
it up and push it along.
You don’t have to know anything
about grammar to tell the truth.
A hen is the only creature on earth
that can sit still and produce a
dividend.
Talking comes by nature; silence by
wisdom.
When a man starts out to make a
fool of himself he can be depended
upon to surmount all obstacles.
No currency is elastic enough to
stretch from earning capacity to
desire.
He profits most who serves best.
Good ideas are only seeds. They must
be planted and tilled before they
can produce.
There are two kinds of men who never
amount to anything—one kind can
not do as they are told, and the
other cannot do anything else.
The best time to loaf is after you’re
dead.
So many things seem impossible—
until they are attempted.—The
Broke Hustler.
If a man could have half of his
wishes he would double his troubles.

THE RIPOGENUS DAM
‘Bring me a Master,’ Progress said,
‘One who knows how to forge ahead
And sweep the wilderness from his
path
And curb the waters in their wrath.
Bring me the man who knows that he
can
Build the great Ripogenus Dam.’

They sent their call and Mullen came,
Keen, eager, alert, with well earned,
fame
From other victories nobly borne
Where pioneer strength had weathered,
the storm.
Over marsh and meadow the highway
grew—
Splendid young strength at the head
of his crew.
Day after day, night after night,
Thundered the trucks in their powerful
fight
To build from cement and hew from
stone
A Dam broad and deep and carefully
planned
Where
time’s
stern
hand
and
Katahdin’s command
Had heretofore controlled the land.
Would the contract be finished the day
it was due?
Would the Dam bear the strain? He
could trust but a few.
Dynamite scattered his store of
cement,
Crews of foreigners came and went.
Each step of the way fought the
powerful crew
And daily the beautiful structure
grew.

Stars came out one by one to see
A lonely man, now here, now there,
Guarding his forest treasure with
care.
Mountain and woods and river and
man
Had battled and suffered under the
change
That a mighty power might be
arranged.
These are deeds which prove men’s
worth
And their right as Masters upon this
earth.
Drawers of water, hewers of stone,
Anxiety, suffering, noble effort alone
Mould into form these structures
rare—
Are Mullen’s name and the date
engraved there?

A Dutchman, returning from a
hunting expedition, was met by a
friend, who, noting the flatness of
his game-bag, said tauntingly:
“Well, I see you’ve been hunting.”
The luckless hunter nodded.
“Did you shoot anything?” persist
ed the friend.
“Veil,” was the reply, “I shot my
dawg.”
“Shot your dog?” asked the friend
in amazement. “Was he mad?”
“Veil, he vasn’t so tarn pleased,” re
torted the Dutchman.

The child is father to the man.—Wordsworth.
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Frederic Sumner Davenport

Frederic S. Davenport, for fifty
years a distinguished figure in the
musical life of Bangor and of Maine,
died at a late hour Monday night,
April 9, at his home, 214 French
street, after a brief illness, at the age
of 83 years. His demise will be the
occasion of sorrow to many, and a
distinct loss to this community, where
he was admired for his high attain
ments in music and much loved for
personal qualities that charmed all
of his acquaintance.
The funeral services were held
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
at 214 French street, the residence
of his sister-in-law, Miss M. E. Mer
rill, with whom he made his home.
It was requested that flowers be omit
ted.
Frederic Sumner Davenport was
bom in Boston, Oct. 8, 1839. His
father was a lawyer and a brother

!

of E. L. Davenport, an actor of much
renown and a contemporary of Wal
lack and Booth. The late Fanny
Davenport, famous as an actress,
was a cousin. Upon the death of his
parents, Mr. Davenport came to Ban
gor at the age of 12 to make his
home with relatives. He attended the
city schools and graduated from Ban
gor high school. Early he developed
a fondness for music and studied with
John Tufts, an old time Bangor
musician, who later became famous as
the organist of King’s Chapel in Bos
ton.
His talent becoming recognized, Mr.
Davenport assumed a place of prom
ince in the musical life of the city
and gained a most enviable reputation
both as an organist and musical
director. For a period of years he
presided over the organ at the Uni
tarian church on Sunday morning and

Honest labor wears a lovely face.—Dekker.

at the Universalist church in the
afternoon.
Later for 25 years he was organist
at St. John’s Catholic church, and also
for a time acted in that capacity at
St. Mary’s. He was director for the
Penobscot Musical Association and
other organizations and conducted at
many musical conventions. For ten
years he had an office and studio in
Concert Hall in the old Norombega
Hall building and during that time he
managed many courses of musical and
other entertainments. For many years
he was proprietor of music stores in
Bangor and in Bar Harbor.
Mr. Davenport was also a composer
and many meritorious compositions
remain to his credit. In association
with Solon Wilder, another well
known local musician of earlier years,
he published a hymn book, Praise of
Zion. Later in his musical career (in
1910) he went abroad and was de
lightfully received by Joseph Bonnet,
probably one of the greatest organists
of the day, who toured America within
the past few years. The associations
of the two musicians were most
pleasant and always remained happy
recollections for Mr. Davenport.
His musical ability was probably
most pronounced in his improvisation,
his talent in that field being remark
able and characterized as most ex
ceptional by many of his contem
poraries.
An enthusiastic admirer of life in
the open, he made several trips to
Mt. Katahdin by way of Moosehead
lake and the West Branch of the
Penobscot.
The first of these ex
cursions was made nearly three score
years ago in company with J. P.
Moore and Frank A. Appleton. The
experiences of that pioneer trip into
the heart of northern Maine were
graphically told by Mr. Davenport in
a serial of 12 chapters entitled Some
Pioneers of Moosehead, Chesuncook
and Millinocket, and published with
illustrations in The Northern, the
monthly issued by the Social Service
Division of the Great Northern Paper
Co. The work was completed with the
final chapter being published in the
March number, the valedictory con
taining an excellent likeness of the
author.
He was a genuine sportsman and
greatly enjoyed hunting game birds.
When Maine adopted registration of
resident hunters he took out a license
at the age of 80 years and on the first
trip to follow brought down three of
the four birds that he saw.
With advancing years and the num
ber of his old time associates steadily
decreasing he found complete enjoy
ment in his home, to which he had
always been closely attached. Always
an indefatigable reader, he kept up his
interest in books and magazines and
other publications, while in connection
with his music he was fond of seat
ing himself at the small organ which
he had in his home, to play and im
provise at the hour of dusk.
He married on Sept. 7, 1865, Miss
Adrianna V. Merrill, eldest daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Merrill
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of this city, who passed away in June,
1917. They had no children. Mrs.
Davenport, like her husband, had un
usual musical talent and also shared
with him the love of the outdoors. The
first anniversary of their wedding was
observed by a trip to the summit of
Mt. Katahdin, Mrs. Davenport being
one of the first women to make the
ascent with Lewy Ketchum, a guide of
fame in days gone by.
There are but few surviving rela
tives—two nephews living in Portland
and a niece residing in Brookline,
Mass. A sister in Portland died two
years ago.—Bangor News.

SUPERHONESTY IN BUSINESS
Everyone is agreed that the reputa
tion for being a good moral risk is
one of the most highly esteemed of all
the intangibles of business. Material
assets may be swept away by reverses
of fortune, and the recognition of ob
ligations that takes no account of the
bankruptcy act and never will plead
the statute of limitations may still re
main and, in the end, pay out dollar
for dollar.
Fine as this sense of obligation is,
it is in essence nothing more nor less
than the urge to do exact justice; and
it must, therefore, give precedence to
a still loftier set of standards which,
when they come to be analyzed, are so
closely akin to the Golden Rule that
it would be a waste of time to seek
a more accurate designation for them.
The Golden Rule was not so called be
cause there is money in practicing it;
but big business is becoming increas
ingly aware that it pays richly in
more ways than one.
Select twenty concerns, all of good
standing, in the same business, and it
will usually be found that four or five
are more highly regarded than the
others; and of these one will occupy
a position almost unrivaled in the
length and breadth of the entire in
dustry. These upstanding leaders are
not the smart-Aleck concerns, not the
ones with the supershrewd little man
agers who are sticklers on microscopic
technicalties, but those which are
known to get the worst of a trade oc
casionally because their passion for
fairness leads them to give others the
benefit of a doubt even when that
doubt is very slender. And this love
of fair play, over and above common
honesty, often goes with a finely
tempered consideration for the other
fellow, and a reluctance to take undue
advantage of his necessities. An es
tablished reputation for the possession
of this spirit is not quickly or cheaply
acquired, but once attained it is worth
a hundred times whatever it has cost.
An eminent clergyman who has
spent many years studying the means
employed in the accumulation of up
wards of four thousand American for
tunes—3780 of which were built up by
men who started without a dollar—
declares that so far as he can learn
only forty, or less than 1 per cent, of
them were made dishonestly. It is
possible, even probable, that scanti
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ness of data was partly responsible
for this showing; but even supposing
that two shifty millionaires enjoyed
an undeserved reputation for probity
for each one who was known to be a
slippery customer, the figures would
still be more flattering to the very rich
than many would have supposed. It is
not to be denied that some of these
money kings were notorious penny
pinchers at home and veritable Shy
locks in the market place; but for the
most part great fortunes have been
built up by men of broad gauge who
were too much absorbed in the execu
tion of large policies to devote much
attention to the unremitting exercise
of low cunning. Men of this stamp
realize, like Baron Rothchild, that the
best bargain is the one that yields a
profit to both parties to it.
There are those who are fond of
asserting that there is no sentiment
in business, though the most casual
observation must show that it plays
quite a large part in trade as in the
other affairs of life. Sentiment is by
no means the airy, intangible thing
it is sometimes made to appear. It is
often built on very solid underpinning,
though its foundations may consist
only of an aggregation of minor
episodes, unimportant in themselves
but of the highest significance in de
termining the character of those upon
whom they reflect either credit or dis
credit.
Sentiment once established
operates with silent and often unsus
pected power in making or in marring
those whom it raises up or drags down
according to their deserts. Happy is
the business or firm or corporation
that has this mighty undercurrent
working for it rather than against it!
—Saturday Evening Post.

MONEY TALKS
Said the German mark to the
Japanese yen, “You’re the funniest
coin I’ve seen in I don’t know when.”
Said the Japanese yen to the German
mark, “Now let’s be franc—with all
your marks you haven’t a cent in
bank.” “Don’t beso fresh,” said the
Turkish piaster, “you may spend coin
but we spend it fiaster.” Now the
English pound heard the Chinese tael
and called the Ecuador a sucre and
then asked the Serbian to dinar.
The Russian ruble said to the
Italian lira, “You can’t make me sore,
when I need money why I just print
more.” The sequel to this story can
easily be told, the man who has real
money is the man that holds the gold.
Every nation has a coin that to try
ing hard to holler but the one that
makes the loudest noise—is the good
old U. S. dollar $$$$.—Knights of
Columbus Booster.

“What name are you calling?”
asked the telephone girl over the wire.
“McCohen,” the customer answered.
“I beg pardon?” asked the girl.
“McCohen.”
The wire was silent for a moment,
then the girl said: “Wait a moment,
please. I think the wires are crossed.”

Pittston Paragrsaph
Mr. and Mrs. Ordway have returned
from their vacation and resumed their
work at the boarding house.
Mrs. Russell has given up her
position at Pittston and joined her
husband in Bangor.
A. E. Harmon recently made a trip
to his home in East Machias. He had
a most enjoyable trip and outing, since
he found enough snow there for good
snowshoeing. He found Bangor quite
quiet, didn’t you Austin?
The 30-Mile Storehouse has been
wiped off the map, and is no more.
Two tractor loads of equipment were
shipped to Kineo Storehouse.

Mr. Leonard Cormier and crew are
now working at Canada Falls. They
are endeavoring to raise the gates of
the Dam in order to prepare for driv
ing.
Mrs. Philo Young is now cooking
for us and her husband is assisting
her.

Many of the Northerns’ prominent
men were visitors at Pittston this
month. Among them were: Mr. R. H.
Robertson, Mr. L. G. White, Mr. F. H.
Rippe and Mr. R. V. Canders.
The Social Service Division fully en
tertained us a few days ago. Mr.
Harry Stillwell amazed and amused
with his magic, and his comic songs
accompanied by a banjo. Mr. Ralph
Mills produced much laughter with
his French and negro dialect mono
logues and comic readings.
Mr. R. A. Leonard spent a most
pleasant week at this place where he
was assisting Harmon.
T. R.
helping
amount
done at

Christopher is here with us,
to finish the usually large
of clerical work that is to be
this time of year.

William Harrington’s title, “Cribbage Champion,” is now to be ques
tioned.
He has been defeated by
Canders, McLeod, Hill, Toussaint and
Leonard.

CARD

OF

THANKS

Orono, Maine,
April 4, 1923.
I wish to thank the men of the
Bangor Office for the beautiful floral
offering presented at the loss of my
best friend on earth, my Mother.
Robert L. King.

Learn wisdom by the folly of others.

